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ABSTRACT Since its first steps in the cybersecurity field, Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) has gained
recognition and increased its importance in the daily operations of cybersecurity teams. However, the many
forms of CTI exchanged, the vast amount of CTI products, and the plurality of the sources have raised doubts
about the CTI quality. This paper discusses the problem of CTI quality, focusing on the quality factors that
better evaluate the products of CTI and how we measure them. Consequently, we propose a methodology
for developing and assessing CTI quality metrics and demonstrate the application of this methodology by
developing the relevance (RE) and weighted completeness (WC) metrics for unstructured and structured CTI
products, respectively. We created two sets of structured and unstructured CTI data for this demonstration,
utilizing them as benchmark datasets for estimating RE and WC .The proposed methodology introduces a
systematic approach for developing and assessing quantitative CTI quality metrics for evaluating CTI data
and CTI sources.

INDEX TERMS Cyber threat intelligence, cybersecurity, information sharing, datasets, quality, similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is a new field of cybersecu-
rity with almost a decade of presence. However, an increasing
number of organizations have adopted the benefits of
CTI to safeguard their security posture. The CTI process
exploits information gathered from various sources to provide
‘‘intelligence’’ for an organization. Then, the organization’s
security experts use this ‘‘intelligence’’ to detect, prevent,
or predict a cyber attack and for their decision-making [1].
For consistency, in this paper, we call the various forms
of ‘‘intelligence’’, CTI products, when produced by a CTI
process, either within the organization or from an external
entity. We call all gathered information from CTI sources,
‘‘CTI data’’, which may be CTI products produced by
external entities, raw CTI data (non-CTI products), or a
combination of them [1].

In general, security experts have to deal with a vast amount
of CTI data and CTI sources that may have minor or no
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meaning to them [2]. Additionally, other related research, for
example, on the trust of CTI sources and the actionability
of CTI products, are also mentioned in the literature [3],
[4]. Those issues related to CTI sources, CTI data, or the
processes applied to them can be seen under the umbrella
of CTI quality [5]. CTI quality and its factors have been
discussed in several papers (e.g., [4]). Although determining
and following a qualitative approach to evaluating these
factors does exist in the bibliography [6], a lack of relevant
research appears in their quantitative measurement.

This paper aims to address the quantitative measurement of
CTI quality by researching the ‘‘CTI’’ based on the following
questions:

1) Q1: Which quality factors affect the evaluation of CTI
data and CTI sources more?

2) Q2: How can we define metrics for the CTI quality
factors?

3) Q3: Can we use these metrics to assess the quality of
large amounts of CTI data in a timely manner?

This study answers these questions by (a) discussing and
analyzing the background behind the CTI quality factors and
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the characteristics of CTI data and CTI sources, (b) proposing
a methodology for CTI quality metrics development and
assessment, and applying it in defining two CTI quality
metrics, and (c) applying those metrics on datasets of
structured and unstructured CTI products and comparing
with the results of other proposed CTI quality metrics in the
bibliography.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II analyzes the existing work on CTI quality by
conducting bibliography research. Section III discusses and
analyzes the background of CTI quality, focusing on the
relation between CTI quality factors and the characteristics of
CTI data and CTI sources. It also identifies the CTI quality
factors that primarily affect the evaluation of CTI data and
CTI sources. Section IV presents our CTI quality metrics
development and assessment methodology, and Section V
defines two metrics by applying the proposed methodology.
The use of those metrics and their comparison with the results
of other metrics proposed in the literature is the subject of
SectionVI. SectionVII, discusses the relation of the proposed
methodology with other aspects of CTI and future research
initiatives. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the contributions
of this study.

II. RELATED WORK
Although CTI is a new cybersecurity area, some scientific
publications have attempted to identify the factors related to
CTI quality and define methods and metrics to measure them.
Next, we present an overview of these studies.

Schlette et al. [7] considered the objective and subjective
CTI quality dimensions, further dividing them into the
attribute, object, and report levels. They then identified and
defined the estimation of nine quality metrics based on the
characteristics of STIX v2. However, the authors did not
analyze the quality aspects of the CTI sources, focusing only
on measuring the quality of CTI products.

Qiang et al. [8] proposed an evaluation architecture
to measure the quality of what they call CTI services
(including support services) offered by various vendors from
a user’s perspective. They present an indexing system that
examines a set of quality characteristics (e.g., price of
data and reputation) and employs quantization techniques,
normalization methods, and attribute weights. However, the
authors did not discuss how to assess the quality of CTI
products (e.g., timeliness and accuracy).

Schaberreiter et al. [9] proposed a methodology to estimate
the quality of a CTI source by measuring parameters (quality
factors) such as the similarity, completeness, and timeliness
of the CTI products. Their overall scope is to create trust
indicators for a CTI source’s quality, which continuously
reflects a CTI source’s trust level compared to others.
However, this methodology focuses only on evaluating the
quality of the CTI source and does not provide an independent
estimation of the CTI product’s quality.

Furthermore, Meier et al. [10] proposed an algorithm
that ranks cyber threat intelligence feeds (essentially CTI

products) quality using a similar approach to PageRank but
applied to a CTI feeds graph and takes as input: (a) the
completeness (measures the contribution of a CTI feed
to the set of all entries), (b) the accuracy (measure the
entries confirmed by other feeds), and (c) the speed (the
number of the entries entered by a feed on a time unit)
quality factors. This algorithm aims to create a quality-based
ranking of the CTI sources; however, the authors do not
discuss how to measure the quality of individual CTI
products.

Zibak et al. [6] determined the essential quality factors
of CTI products and CTI sources (accuracy, actionability,
interoperability, provenance, relevance, reliability, and time-
liness) after performing an extensive literature review and
a Delphi-based [11] study. However, they did not discuss
how to measure those quality factors. On the other hand,
in [12], Martins and Medeiros neither tried to identify the
quality factors of CTI nor measure them; instead, they
proposed amethod that improves the quality by automatically
classifying threat intelligence data and enriching them with
OSINT.

During the FIRST 2015 symposium [13], Pinto and Sieira,
proposed using a data-driven set of tests (TIQ, novelty, aging,
population, overlap, and uniqueness tests) to estimate the
quality of CTI products without investigating the quality
characteristics demanded by the security analysts.

Additionally, in the FIRST 2016 symposium [14], a sim-
plified methodology was proposed to measure the quality of
CTI feeds by estimating the quality factors of delivery delay
(which supposedly reflects their timeliness), false-positive
rate, cross-dataset linkage (existence of the same CTI product
on different sources), and utility (number of researchers’
queries on each feed). Although this methodology comes
from the author’s practical experience, it has not yet been
evaluated.

Finally, in [15], Zhang et al. evaluated the quality by
counting the number of Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)
extracted from the CTI products and the number of attack
techniques revealed because of the discovered IoCs instead
of measuring the quality of CTI products, quantitatively.

By examining the literature on CTI quality, we identi-
fied the gap between the theoretical definition of quality
factors and the actual estimation of the quality metrics that
reflect them. This study examines the identified gap and
proposes a methodology that can produce and assess metrics
for any relevant CTI quality factor or a combination of
them.

III. BACKGROUND
A. DEFINITIONS
By studying the CTI quality-related bibliography, we also
tracked confusion on how the terms factors, metrics, and
measurement methods are used. Therefore, to use these terms
unambiguously in this study, we use the term quality factor(s)
to refer to abstract quality concepts such as timeliness and
accuracy. We also use the term quality metrics when we
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refer to quantifying those quality factors or any combination
of them in the context of specific CTI products or sources.
Finally, we use the term measurement methods when
referring to the calculation methodologies applied to quality
metrics.

B. QUALITY FACTORS
Tomeasure CTI quality, we need first to identify those quality
factors that affect CTI and second to clarify the entities of CTI
to which quality factors are referred.

In the literature, we identified three areas of CTI that have a
specific relation with at least one quality factor.We used these
areas to categorize and interrelate the quality factors with the
identified CTI entities. In Table 1, we enumerate the quality
factors related to CTI and categorize them into three areas:
the area of collected data, the area of produced intelligence,
and the area of information sharing. We observe that a quality
factor may belong to more than one area because the same
term is used to express slightly different concepts (e.g., the
accuracy of metrics and accuracy).

TABLE 1. CTI quality factors.

Based on the literature review outlined in Section II,
we realized a tendency to express CTI quality exclusively as
the quality of CTI sources. However, this leads to ignoring
other important entities in which CTI quality should be
measured. Generally, as mentioned in Section I, we can
distinguish the following broad categories of entities: CTI
data (raw CTI data, CTI products) and CTI sources.

Raw CTI data are unrefined data used as input by a CTI
process and have various forms and features (e.g., logs,
security events, discussion forums, malware analysis data,
geo-location data, etc.). Raw CTI data are associated with
the CTI area of collected data. Given that raw CTI data
are the input of a threat intelligence process, we should
consider that their quality factors, as presented in the area of
collected data in Table 1, are constant and unaffected by the
CTI process.

CTI products are threat intelligence process outputs
that can take a structured (e.g., STIX, OpenIOC, YARA)
or unstructured (e.g., security report) format. Therefore,
the quality of CTI products is generally affected by the
factors listed in Table 1 in the CTI area of produced
intelligence.

As CTI products are the outcome of a systematic process,
the CTI quality factors listed in Table 1 should be met.
However, the unstructured and structured forms of CTI
products significantly impact how we can define a metric
of these quality factors. Therefore, we can distinguish the
metrics of CTI products into those calculated for unstructured
CTI products and structured CTI products.

Furthermore, measuring the quality of raw CTI data or CTI
products does not necessarily meanwe can infer the quality of
CTI sources. The assumption that the accumulated quality of
CTI products reflects the overall quality of the source seems
obvious, especially if we consider a CTI source as a collection
of CTI products, but it is not the only one. Instead, CTI
information sharing is the fundamental difference between a
CTI product’s collection and a CTI source [3]. Accordingly,
we present the CTI information-sharing quality factors that
can reflect the overall quality of a CTI source in Table 1 (e.g.,
traceability).

Till this point, we have presented the three areas of CTI
quality factors of Table 1. The quality metrics aim to quantify
these CTI quality factors; however, in the literatures [1]
and [24], we observe that quality factors also exist for quality
metrics. These quality factors are objectivity, subjectivity,
performance, behavior, and accuracy of metrics. We later
handle the quality factors referring to the quality of metrics
as part of the proposed methodology.

IV. METHODOLOGY OF CTI QUALITY METRICS
DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT
A metric can be considered a tool for decision-making that
quantitatively measures a specific notion [24], in our case,
the CTI quality factors or any combination of these factors.
However, as explained in Section III-B, even metrics are
affected by quality factors. Thinking of a metric as a tool
makes it easier to explain the role and the impact of the quality
factors in the creation of a CTI quality metric (M ): objectivity
(O), subjectivity (S), performance (P), behavior (B), and
accuracy (A). These quality factors of metrics correspond to
the four categories of cyber security measurements of situa-
tional awareness [25] plus the accuracy, as described in [24].
We introduce these quality factors in the development of
CTI quality metrics by leveraging the strong relation between
cybersecurity situational awareness (SA) and CTI [26], [27];
besides, they express measurement quality independently
from cybersecurity [28].

By examining the above factors, we observed that subjec-
tivity and objectivity are inversely proportional concepts that
indicate human involvement in a process [29], specifically
a measurement process in our case. Of course, measuring
the subjectivity and objectivity of a process is complicated
and can even touch on philosophical aspects [30]. In the
case of CTI, we need to indicate a metric’s level of
subjectivity and objectivity effectively. A lack of related
work in cyber security leads us to examine the topic
from the point of view of other scientific areas. In [31],
Rothstein described an objective measurement process as
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one that always gives the same result when applied to the
same data, independent of the person who uses it. He also
distinguished between the subjectivity and objectivity of
a metric and the subjectivity and objectivity of the data
itself (e.g., a metric that counts the number of positive
votes of cyber security experts about the value of a CTI
source is objective because it only counts the votes, but
the votes themselves are subjective because they involve
the human factor). Based on this observation, the author
distinguished four subjectivity/objectivity levels for a metric:
(a) a subjective metric of objective data (SO), (b) a subjective
metric of subjective data (SS), (c) an objective metric of
subjective data (OS), and (d) an objective metric of objective
data (OO). In this work, we adopt these levels to determine a
CTI metric’s objectivity and subjectivity, represented as (0),
and present how we use them in the proposed methodology.

The measurement of a metric is typically performed by
executing an algorithm. Therefore, we consider a metric’s
performance (P) quality factor to coincide with the perfor-
mance of this algorithm, particularly with its time complexity.

In the SA, behavioral metrics infer the level at which
the SA is affected by individual actions [26], [27]. From
a CTI point of view, this seems generic; instead, a factor
that reflects the strength of a CTI quality metric against
adversaries’ behavior is necessary because CTI data are
often the target of malicious activities [32]. We adopt the
‘‘behavior’’ quality factor, which reflects the strength of a
metric against the attacks that modify the CTI data (i.e.,
data from CTI entities) used by the metric. We define the
behavior quality factor as describing a metric’s sensitivity
against an adversary’s actions on the CTI entities. However,
since characterizing someone as an adversary may not be
feasible at this point, we can say that the behavior quality
factor is equal to the sensitivity of ametric to a changewithout
determining whether the change is adversarial. Furthermore,
to determine the behavior quality factor, we perform a
sensitivity analysis [33] in which we evaluate how a given
metric M , calculated by employing a set of variables X ,
is affected by changes in X . The bibliography includes
various sensitivity analysis methods [34]. However, in this
study, we avoid proposing any of them as the most
appropriate for estimating the behavior quality factor of
CTI metrics, considering it as a future research challenge.
We assume that the behavior quality factor is represented
by variable B, which is the set of sensitivity analysis
results.

The last quality factor, accuracy, appears only in the non-
CTI bibliography. Accuracy determines the level at which
a metric’s estimation agrees with the actual metric’s value.
The difference between this estimation and the respective real
value is called bias (b). In the case of CTI quality metrics,
we assume function A(b), expressing a metric’s accuracy
as a value between 0 and 1. In our case, bias represents
the uncertainty introduced by a metric in the measurement
process (e.g., by rounding a value). Let M be a CTI quality
metric calculated on a set of variables X , M = F(X ), where

Mr is the actual value of M and Mc is the calculated value
of M , and let b be the bias introduced by the calculation of
this metric. Then, the real value of M (Mr ) is given by the
equation Mr = A(b)Mc. In the simplest case, the accuracy
A(b) is expected to be one. However, the accuracy will be
more pronounced in the future because we expect to define
complex metrics by following a probabilistic approach in
CTI. For example, a metric expresses the probability that a
CTI product is relevant to an attack vector in the short term.

Generally, we define a CTI quality metric as a tuple of both
the set of the previous factorsQ = {0,P,B,A} and a function
F that acts on a set of variables X .

M = (Q,F(X )) (1)

where:

Q = {0,P,B,A}, 0 ϵ{SO, SS,OS,OO},

P = {expressed as time complexity},

B = {results of sensitivity analysis}, A = A(b) ϵ[0, 1]

Thus, we propose a CTI quality metrics development and
assessment methodology that not only constructs metrics that
measure a CTI entity’s quality factors but also offers a way to
assess and compare these metrics.

The proposed methodology comprises eight steps and has
zero ‘‘quality-related’’ knowledge of CTI as a prerequisite.
Next, we briefly describe these steps.
• Step 1. We examine the raw CTI data, or CTI products,
or sources for which we want to estimate their quality,
considering the quality factors of Table 1 and aiming
to identify what better expresses their quality. More
specifically, Table 1 can guide the development of a
CTI quality metric by helping a researcher answer the
following questions: (a) For what CTI area do we want
to develop a CTI quality metric? (b) What CTI quality
factors have already been proposed in the literature
for this CTI area? For example, let us assume that
we want to measure how up-to-date a CTI product
(produced intelligence) is. Table 1 allows us to identify
‘timeliness’ as the appropriate CTI quality factor. After
having identified these quality factors, we name a
metric that can express them (e.g., for timeliness)
metric M .

• Step 2. We determine the set of variables X , with which
we calculate M (e.g., in the case of the timeliness
metric, it could be a set of different timestamps of a CTI
product).

• Step 3. We define the function F , which computes the
M (e.g., in the case of the timeliness metric, it can be the
average of the CTI product’s timestamps).

• Step 4. We analyze X and F to determine subjectivity
and objectivity 0. The involvement of a human fac-
tor indicates subjectivity, while determinism indicates
objectivity. Consequently, two questions guide the
development of a CTI metric in this step: (a) Is a human
factor involved in determining X? (b) is F deterministic?
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• Step 5. We analyze F to determine M ’s performance P.
For example, we perform a time complexity analysis of
the algorithm that calculates F .

• Step 6. We determineM ’s accuracy A based on whether
the algorithm employed for calculating F is determinis-
tic or not. If F is calculated by a deterministic algorithm
without rounding, then A = 1. In case of a non-
deterministic algorithm, A is calculated experimentally,
as in a machine learning assisted approach.

• Step 7. We conduct a sensitivity analysis by applying
one of the available methods in the literature [33] to
determine the behavior B of the M .

• Step 8. We construct the tuple of metricM = (Q,F(X )).

V. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To apply the proposed methodology to the development of
CTI quality metrics, let’s assume that organizationC operates
on a finite set of industrial domains D = {d1, d2, . . . ., dl},
with l ϵ N. Organization C has a finite set of information
technology assets I = {i1, i2, . . . ., ig}, with g ϵ N. Addi-
tionally, we assume source Su of unstructured CTI products
Pu = {pu1, pu2, . . . , pun1 , } (e.g., CTI reports), and source Ss
of structured CTI products Ps = {ps1, ps2, . . . , psn2 , } (e.g.,
CTI STIX v2.1 artifacts) with n1, n2 ϵ N.

A. RELEVANCE OF UNSTRUCTURED CTI PRODUCTS
Following the proposed methodology (see Section IV),
we develop a metric that measures the relevance (cf. Table 1)
quality factor of unstructured CTI products. This quality
factor expresses the level at which a CTI product is related
to an entity, in our case, an organization.

1) STEP 1
Analyzing the essential facts for this metric, we have
organization C and source Su of unstructured CTI products
(Pun). In addition, we assume the quality metric RE (metric
under development) that measures the relevance of Pun
concerning C .

2) STEP 2
To determine the set of variables X used for calculating RE ,
we observe that, on the one hand, we have C’s information
technology assets I and the industrial domainsD. On the other
hand, Pun has an unstructured text format. So, we conclude
X = {I ,D,Pun}. Before proceeding to the next step, we need
to clarify what those variables represent in the real world
or what security experts use to represent the notions behind
those variables. An organization’s information technology
assets I can be described and enumerated in various ways.
A commonly accepted approach is the use of the Common
Platform Enumeration (CPE) scheme [35], with a total of
eleven keys by default. For our purpose, we match an asset
(ig) of organization C with a CPE entry. A CPE entry
comprises a key-value pairs dictionary {k1 : v1, . . . , k11 :
v11}, as presented in Table 2. Next, to define D, we use
the Domain Industry Taxonomy (DIT) [36]; specifically,

TABLE 2. CPE entry description.

we consider that C’s industrial domain (dl) is described by
a DIT main category (e.g., manufacturing), and for each dl ,
we construct a set of words {dwl1, dwl2, . . . , dwlz}, zϵN
(e.g., {pulp, paper, paperboard}) based on the DIT NACE
category names. Hence, we have D = {d1, d2, . . . ., dl} =
{{dw11, dw12, . . . , dw1a}, {dw21, dw21, . . . , dw2m}, . . . ,

{dwl1, dwl2, . . . , dwlz}}, where a,m, zϵN. Finally, Pun is a
text document consisting of a set of words (terms), wi,
and their respective frequency of appearance, fi. Hence,
Pun = {(w1, f1), (w2, f2), . . . , (wi, fi)}, iϵN. In summary,
we have determined the set of variables X = {I ,D,Pun} as
follows:

I = {i1, i2, . . . ., ig} = {{k1 : v1, . . . , k11 : v11}1, . . . ,
{k1 : v1, . . . , k11 : v11}g}, g ϵ N
D = {d1, d2, . . . ., dl} = {{dw11, dw12, . . . , dw1a},

{dw21, dw21, . . . , dw2m}, . . . ,

{dwl1, dwl2, . . . , dwlz}}, a,m, zϵN
Pun = {(w1, f1), (w2, f2), . . . , (wi, fi)}, iϵN

(2)

3) STEP 3
To define function F , we observe that I ,D,Pun can
be representations of text documents. Therefore, we can
transform the CTI quality metric estimation problem into
a documents similarity estimation problem with F1 =
similarity(I ,Pun) and F2 = similarity(D,Pun). Because
F1 and F2 are independent, we have F(X ) = F1 · F2.
In the case of F1, we use the cosine similarity [37], hence
F1(I ,Pun) = cos(dI , dPun ) =

dI ·dPun∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPun∥∥ , where dI and

dPun are the document vector transformations of I and Pun,
respectively. To perform the transformation I → dI , we count
the frequencies of different values of each key across the
CPE entries (e.g., k1 =(part)→ {(applications:3, hardware
devices:5, operating systems:4}); and then we perform the
union of those value:frequency pairs, thus forming a joint
set I ′ = ∪(vj, f ′j ), jϵN. Next, we construct a j-dimensional
vector dI = ⟨f ′1, . . . ., f

′
j ⟩. To construct dPun , we assume

the temporary j-length zero vector temp = ⟨0, 0, . . . , 0⟩,
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and for each word wiϵPun, if wi matches vj, we set
temp(j) = fi; otherwise, we discard wi. Finally, we set
dPun = temp.
In the case of F2, we use the Jaccard similarity [37],

F2(D,Pun) = Jaccard(dD, d ′Pun ) =
dD∩d ′Pun
dD∪d ′Pun

where dD and

d ′Pun (d
′
Pun ̸= dPun ) are the document vector transformations

of D and Pun, respectively, which is most appropriate for
the comparison of asymmetric vectors as we expect to be
the dD and d ′Pun ; wherein, we need to reveal at what level
Pun is related to a set of industrial domains, represented
by D. To construct dD, we perform the transformation
D → dD :

⋃ ⋃l
i=1 di, which means that dD is the set

of the unique words, dwlz, of D, with min(a,m, .., z) ≤
|dD| ≤

∑
(a,m, .., z). To construct the d ′Pun , we assume the

temporary |dD|-length zero vector temp = ⟨0, 0, . . . , 0⟩. For
each of the words wiϵPun, if wi matches in dD, we add it
to the first available zero position of temp. Finally, we set
d ′Pun = temp. We observe that d ′Pun ⊆ dD, so F2 takes the

form F2(D,Pun) =
dD∩d ′Pun
dD∪d ′Pun

=

∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣∣∣dD∣∣ . In summary, to avoid

losing information about the relevance of Pun, if one of the
functions is equal to zero, we have:

F =


F2 , if F1 = 0 & F2 ̸= 0
F1 , if F2 = 0 & F1 ̸= 0
F1 · F2

(3)

where F1(I ,Pun) =
dI · dPun∥∥dI∥∥ · ∥∥dPun∥∥ and F2(D,Pun) =

∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣∣∣dD∣∣
4) STEP 4
To determine subjectivity and objectivity, 0, we observe that
one of the variables, D, is produced by the involvement of
a human factor, which decides the industrial domains of
organization C . Therefore, part of the data in which F is
computed is considered subjective. Moreover, F results from
the multiplication of F1 and F2, which are applications of
cosine and Jaccard similarity functions, respectively. Because
cosine and Jaccard functions are deterministic, we can deduce
that F is objective. In summary, we infer that 0 = OS.

5) STEP 5
To estimate the performance of RE , using the proposed
Algorithm 1 (see below), which calculates F , we observe
that F is a product of F1 and F2 in the worst case.
Additionally,F1 andF2 are independent and can be calculated
in parallel. Hence, in the worst case, the performance P is
the worst performance of those of F1 and F2. In the case
of F1, we have an application of cosine similarity, with
O(n) performance [38]. In the case of F2, we have Jaccard
similarity with O(n2) performance. However, because we
avoid the logical union and intersection operations, F2 results
inO(1) performance. In conclusion, we haveP = O(n) for the
RE metric.

Algorithm 1 RE Metric Algorithm
Require: dI = [f ′1, . . . ., f

′
j ],

dPun = [f1, . . . ., fj], dD = [dw11, . . . , dwlz], d ′Pun =
[w1, . . . ,wi]
F,F1,F2, a, b, sum1, sum2← 0
for k in dI do
a+ = k2

end for
for k in dPun do
b+ = k2

end for
sum1 =

√
a ·
√
b

for i inrange length(dPun ) do
sum2+ = dI [i] · dPun [i]

end for
F1← sum2/sum1
F2← count(d ′Pun )/count(dD)
if F1 = 0 & F2 ̸= 0 then
F ← F2

else if F1 ̸= 0 & F2 = 0 then
F ← F1

else
F ← F1 · F2

end if

6) STEP 6
The calculation of RE follows a deterministic algorithm with
no rounding or probabilistic procedures (see Algorithm 1).
As explained in Section IV, F does not introduce bias in the
calculation of RE ; thus, A = 1.

7) STEP 7
To perform a sensitivity analysis of F , we first need to
clarify those variables of X in which a potential change is
not controlled by organization C . This distinction is made
because in CTI, as we have already mentioned, we care about
the behavior of a CTI metric on changes caused by potential
adversaries. In our case, we observe that the only variable
of X that can be affected by others except organization C
is Pun. Pun participates with dPun = ⟨f1, . . . ., fj⟩ and vector
size of

∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣ in the calculation of F . We consider vectors
3 = ⟨λ1, . . . ,λj, ⟩ ∋ 0 ≤ λj ≤ 1 and 2 ∋ 0 ≤

∣∣2| ≤∣∣dD∣∣ the results of the change caused on Pun and affecting
dPun and

∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣, respectively. Based on that, we perform a
sensitivity analysis on F following the elementary effects
method [34].
To apply a sensitivity analysis using the elementary

effects method [34] on RE as calculated by F , we observe
that F is the conditional result of the multiplication of
F1(I ,Pun) = F1(dI , dPun ) =

dI ·dPun∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPun∥∥ and F2(D,Pun) =

F2(dD, d ′Pun ) =

∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣∣∣dD∣∣ , F = F1 · F2. Therefore, because

F1 and F2 are independent, we need to apply the method
twice, considering once F2 and then F1 constant.
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Case 1: Sensitivity analysis of F1 keeping F2 constant.
Following the elementary effects method [34] for a group of

factors, we consider pα selected levels in which dPun and 3

can be set, where the �α is the respective discretized input
space (i.e., the discrete vectors that 3 can be). Then, the
elementary effect of dPun in F1 is:

EEdPun =
F1(dI , 3)− F1(dI , dPun )

1α

(4)

where 1α ϵ { 1
pα−1

, 1 − 1
pα−1
} and λj = fj ± 1α . Then the

distribution FdPun of EEdPun is derived by randomly sampling
3 from �α .
According to theory [34], the sensitivity measures are

the mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ ) of distribution
FdPun , and the mean of the absolute values (µ∗) of

∣∣EEdPun ∣∣
of the respective distribution

∣∣EEdPun ∣∣ ∼ GdPun . Here, µ

assesses the influence of dPun in F1 (i.e., in RE since F2 is
constant), µ∗ assesses again the influence of dPun in F1 (i.e.,
RE) while simultaneously handling negative valued EEdPun ,
and σ reveals the total effects of the interactions between
dPun and dD.

Applying the theory’s sampling strategy, we conclude that
for the distributions FdPun , GdPun derived from rα samples,
we have:

µdPun =
1
rα

rα∑
i=1

EEdPun i =
1
rα

rα∑
i=1

F1(dI , 3i)− F1(dI , dPuni)
1αi

=
1
rα

rα∑
i=1

dI ·3i∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥3i

∥∥ − dI ·dPuni∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni∥∥
1αi

=
1
rα

rα∑
i=1

dI ·(dPuni±[1]1αi)∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni±[1]1αi

∥∥ − dI ·dPuni∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni∥∥
1αi

(5)

µ∗dPun
=

1
rα

rα∑
i=1

∣∣EEdPun i∣∣
=

1
rα

rα∑
i=1

∣∣F1(dI , 3i)− F1(dI , dPuni)
∣∣

1αi

=
1
rα

rα∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ dI ·(dPuni±[1]1αi)∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni±[1]1αi

∥∥ − dI ·dPuni∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni∥∥
∣∣∣∣

1αi
(6)

σ 2
dPun
=

1
rα − 1

rα∑
i=1

(
EEdPun i − µdPun

)2

=
1

rα − 1

rα∑
i=1

( dI ·(dPuni±[1]1αi)∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni±[1]1αi

∥∥ − dI ·dPuni∥∥dI∥∥·∥∥dPuni∥∥
1αi

− µdPun

)2
(7)

In conclusion, for Case 1, we infer from µdPun
(Eq. 5), µ∗dPun

(Eq. 6) and σdPun (Eq. 7) that dPun has a
change-dependent influence on RE (i.e., the influence is
dependent on 1α), and the interactions between dPun and dI

are also dependent on the change 1α . In specific cases, these
dependencies can be experimentally further determined.

Case 2: Sensitivity analysis of F2 keeping F1 constant.
Similarly to Case 1, we consider pβ selected levels in

which d ′Pun and 2 can be set, where the �β is the respective
discretized input space. Then the elementary effect of d ′Pun in
F2 is:

EEd ′Pun
=
F2(dD, 2)− F2(dD, d ′Pun )

1β

(8)

where 1β ϵ { 1
pβ−1

, 1− 1
pβ−1
} and

∣∣2∣∣ = ∣∣d ′Pun ∣∣±1β ≥ 0 .
Then the distribution Fd ′Pun

of EEd ′Pun
is derived by randomly

sampling 2 from �β .
Following the theory, we determine the mean (µ) and the

standard deviation (σ ) of distribution Fd ′Pun
, and the mean

of the absolute values (µ∗) of
∣∣EEd ′Pun ∣∣ of the respective

distribution
∣∣EEd ′Pun ∣∣ ∼ Gd ′Pun

, by applying the theory’s
sampling strategy. We conclude that for distributions Fd ′Pun

,
Gd ′Pun

which resulted from rβ samples, we have:

µd ′Pun
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

EEd ′Pun i

=
1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

F2(dD, 2i)− F2(dD, d ′Puni)

1βi

=
1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

∣∣2i

∣∣∣∣dD∣∣ −
∣∣d ′Puni∣∣∣∣dD∣∣

1βi
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

∣∣d ′Puni∣∣±1βi∣∣dD∣∣ −

∣∣d ′Puni∣∣∣∣dD∣∣
1βi

=
1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

±1βi∣∣dD∣∣
1βi
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

(±1)i∣∣dD∣∣ (constant) (9)

µ∗d ′Pun
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

∣∣EEd ′Pun i∣∣
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣F2(dD, 2i)− F2(dD, d ′Puni)

1βi

∣∣∣∣
=

1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣
±1βi∣∣dD∣∣
1βi

∣∣∣∣ = 1
rβ

rβ∑
i=1

(1)i∣∣dD∣∣ (constant) (10)

σ 2
d ′Pun
=

1
rβ − 1

rβ∑
i=1

(
EEd ′Pun i

− µd ′Pun

)2
=

1
rβ − 1

rβ∑
i=1

( (±1)i∣∣dD∣∣ − µd ′Pun

)2
(constant) (11)

So, we infer from µd ′Pun
(Eq. 9) and µ∗d ′Pun

(Eq. 10)

that d ′Pun has constant influence on RE , independently of
the magnitude of the change (1beta). Whereas from σd ′Pun
(Eq. 11), we infer that there are constant interactions
between d ′Pun and dD independent from the magnitude of
change (1beta).
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After performing the sensitivity analysis of both F1 and
F2, we can say that all six measurements µdPun (Eq. 5), µ

∗
dPun

(Eq. 6), σdPun (Eq. 7), µd ′Pun
(Eq. 9), µ∗d ′Pun

(Eq. 10) and σd ′Pun
(Eq. 11) determined the sensitivity of F and, consequently,
the behavior of the RE metric.
So, we have determined the behavior quality factor as

B = (µdPun , µ
∗
dPun

, σdPun , µd ′Pun
, µ∗d ′Pun

, σd ′Pun
), for the RE .

8) STEP 8
In summary, we define:

RE = ({OS,O(n),B = (µdPun , µ
∗
dPun

, σdPun , µd ′Pun
,

µ∗d ′Pun
, σd ′Pun

),A = 1},F(I ,D,Pun)) (12)

As we refer to the methodology, Eq. 12 defines a CTI
quality metric and an assessment of the metric’s quality char-
acteristics in terms of objectivity, subjectivity, performance,
behavior, and accuracy quality factors. In short, we observe
that RE is an objective CTI quality metric calculated using
partially subjective data; its calculation requiresO(n) time; its
behavior depends on the magnitude of change over the used
data, and its calculation is accurate because it introduces no
bias.

B. WEIGHTED COMPLETENESS OF STRUCTURED CTI
PRODUCTS
To define the weighted completeness (WC) metric of struc-
tured CTI products, we follow the methodology described in
Section IV. Step 1 is skipped for brevity because this metric
refers to a quality factor that characterizes the produced
intelligence and specifically structured CTI products.

1) STEP 2
To identify the involved variables (members of X ), we first
observe that WC is related to a structured CTI product,
so Psn is one of the variables. Second, for the remaining
variables, we need to examine the meaning of completeness
for structured CTI products. A structured CTI product, Psn,
follows a well-defined structure (described by a schema
S) - usually a formal standard definition (e.g., STIX v2.1,
IODEF). A schema (S) is defined using a schema definition
language (e.g., XML Schema, JSON Schema) [39], [40]
and comprises metadata and object definitions (ObjDt , tϵN)
that describe the structure of Psn. An ObjDt has a set of
properties {p1, . . . , pr }, rϵN, which have several attributes,
such as minimum/maximum cardinality and occurrence. A
Psn comprises several Objq, qϵN, which are instances of
ObjDt . A Psn is valid if it follows its schema S. Moreover,
we say that a valid Psn is complete if each Objq of Psn
has the maximum number of the properties defined by the
respective ObjDt . Hence, the set of all ObjDt is considered
the second variable owing to its relation to the completeness
quality factor because it is the basis of the determination
of how complete an Objq is. For simplicity, we refer to
this set as S = {ObjD1, . . . ,ObjDt }. Furthermore, for an

organization C , the objects Objq (each being an instance of
an ObjDt ) of a structured CTI product may be considered to
have different importance (e.g., a STIX v2.1 indicator object
may be less critical than a malware object). For a metric that
measures the completeness quality factor of structured CTI
products, we define vector W = ⟨w1,w2, . . . ,wt ⟩, t =∥∥S∥∥ & wtϵ[0, 1] | wt = 0 by default; wt is a weight given
by an organization to an ObjDt following its importance to
that organization. In summary, we have determined the set of
variables X = {S,W ,Psn} as follows:

S = {ObjD1,ObjD2, . . . .,ObjDt }, tϵN
W = ⟨w1,w2, . . . ,wt ⟩
Psn = {Obj1,Obj2, . . . ,Objq},

qϵN & Psn valid for schema S (13)

2) STEP 3
To define F , we continue on the completeness analysis of
Step 2, and we have:

F(X )

= completeness(X )

= completeness(S,W ,Psn)

=

∑
(weighted)num_of _compl_proper_of _obj_of _Psn∑
(weighted)num_of _max_proper_of _obj_of _Psn

.

Therefore, considering that W already has the form of a
vector, we need to analyze Psn and S. To use variable S in
F , we need to transform it into a vector S → dS , dS =
⟨mpr1, . . . ,mprt ⟩, mprtϵN, which contains the maximum
number of properties mprt of each ObjDt . To construct this
vector, we examine S and count the properties by sequentially
applying the rules in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Rules of counting schema properties.

To use Psn, we need to perform the transformation
Psn → dPsn , for vector dPsn to represent the number of
complete properties of Objq of Psn. To construct dPsn =
⟨d1, d2, . . . , dt ⟩, dtϵN we consider one dimensional zero
vector, temp = ⟨0, 0, . . . , 0⟩, of t-length. Then, for each
ObjDt , we count the properties of all Objq (instances of
ObjDt ), named N_Pt , and the number of all Objq, called
N_Ot , and set temp(t) = N_Pt

N_Ot
. Finally, we set dPsn =

temp. We can now define F as the fraction of the sum of
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the element-wise products of vector W , the element-wise
division of vectors dPsn and dS , and the number of non-zero
weights of W :

F(X ) = F(S,W ,Psn) =

∑t
i=0 wi ·

[
di
mpri

]
∑t

i=0 1− δwi,0
,

where δ =

{
1 if wi = 0,
0 if wi ̸= 0.

(14)

3) STEP 4
To determine subjectivity and objectivity, 0, we observe that
variable W and constant alpha (see Table 3), used in the
computation of F , are determined by a human factor and
considered subjective. Furthermore, F being the fraction of
the sums of element-wise products is deterministic; as a
result, F is objective. Hence, we infer that 0 = OS.

4) STEP 5
To estimate the performance of WC , we use Algorithm 2,
which calculates F . We observe that F is the fraction of the
sums of element-wise products by the number of non-zero
elements of W . Therefore, we expect the performance of F
to be O(n) because we use one loop instance to calculate it.
In summary, we have P = O(n) for the WC metric.

Algorithm 2 WC Metric Algorithm
Require: W = [w1, . . . ,wt ],dPsn = [d1, . . . ., dt ], dS =
[mpr1, . . . ,mprt ]
F, sum1, sum2← 0
for i in range length(dS ) do
sum1+ = W [i] · (dPsn [i]/dS [i])
if wi > 0 then
sum2+ = 1

end if
end for
F ← sum1/sum2

5) STEP 6
Similar to Section V-A, F does not introduce bias in the
calculation of WC , so A = 1.

6) STEP 7
Similar to Section V-A, to perform a sensitivity analysis of
F , we determine the variables of X for which a change is
not controlled by organization C . We observe that Psn is the
only variable in X that can be affected by anyone outside of
organization C . Psn participates with dPsn = ⟨d1, . . . ., dt ⟩ in
the calculation of F . We consider Y = ⟨y1, . . . , yt ⟩ ytϵR to
be the result of the change in Psn that affects dPsn .

Before the sensitivity analysis ofWC , we need to mention
some useful observations related to dS , dPsn , and Y . By exam-
ining them, we observe that mpriϵ[1,max(mpr1, . . . ,mprt )]
and di, yi ≤ mpri.

Following the elementary effects method [34] for a group
of factors, we consider p selected levels in which dPsn and Y
can be set, where � is the respective discretized input space.
The elementary effect of dPsn is:

EEdPsn =
F(dS ,W ,Y )− F(dS ,W , dPsn )

1
(15)

where 1 ϵ { 1
p−1 , 1 −

1
p−1 } and yi = di ± 1. Then the

distribution FdPsn of EEdPsn is then derived by randomly
sampling Y from �.

In this case, the sensitivity measures are the mean (µ)
and standard deviation (σ ) of the distribution FdPsn , and the
mean of the absolute values (µ∗) of

∣∣EEdPsn ∣∣ of the respective
distribution

∣∣EEdPsn ∣∣ ∼ GdPsn . Here, µ assesses the influence
of dPsn in WC , µ∗ assesses again the influence of dPsn in
WC simultaneously handling negative valued EEdPsn , and σ

reveals the total effects of the interactions between variable
dPsn and variables dS and W .
Following the sampling approach proposed in theory,

we conclude that for distributions FdPsn , GdPsn derived from r
samples, we have:

µdPsn =
1
r

r∑
j=1

EEdPsn j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

F(dS ,W ,Yj)− F(dS ,W , dPsn j)
1j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0 wi·

[
yji
mpri

]
∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0
−

∑t
i=0 wi·

[
dji
mpri

]
∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

1j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0

wi
mpri
·

[
dji±1j−dji

]
∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

1j
=

1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0

wi
mpri
·

[
±1j

]
∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

1j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0

(±1)j·wi
mpri∑t

i=0 1− δwi,0
(constant) (16)

µ∗dPsn
=

1
r

r∑
j=1

∣∣EEdPsn j∣∣ = 1
r

r∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣∑t
i=0

wi
mpri
·

[
±1j

]
∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

∣∣∣∣
1j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0

wi
mpri
·1j∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

1j
=

1
r

r∑
j=1

1j
∑t

i=0
wi
mpri∑t

i=0 1−δwi,0

1j

=
1
r

r∑
j=1

∑t
i=0

wi
mpri∑t

i=0 1− δwi,0
(constant) (17)

σ 2
dPsn
=

1
r − 1

r∑
j=1

(
EEdPsn j − µdPsn

)2
=

1
r − 1

r∑
j=1

( ∑t
i=0

(±1)j·wi
mpri∑t

i=0 1− δwi,0
− µdPsn

)2
(constant)

(18)
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In conclusion, we can infer from µdPsn (Eq. 16) and
µ∗dPsn

(Eq. 17) that dPsn has a constant influence on WC
independent of the magnitude of the change (1). Whereas
from σdPsn (Eq. 18), we infer that there are interactions
between variable dPsn and variables dS and W whose level
should be experimentally determined in each case, but are
again independent of the magnitude of change (1).
After performing the sensitivity analysis, we determine the

behavior quality factor as B = (µdPsn , µ
∗
dPsn

, σdPsn ), for WC .

7) STEP 8
In summary, we define:

WC = ({OS,O(n),B = (µdPsn , µ
∗
dPsn

, σdPsn ),

A = 1},F(S,W ,Psn)) (19)

Similarly to Eq. 12, Eq. 19 defines a CTI quality metric
(WC) and provides an assessment of theWC metric’s quality
characteristics. Again, we observe that WC is an objective
metric calculated on partially subjective data; its calculation
requires O(n) time. WC’s behavior is independent of the
magnitude of change over the data used, and its calculation
is accurate because it does not introduce bias. Consequently,
even if RE and WC are defined for different types of CTI
products, we can deduce that RE is more sensitive to changes
(i.e., changes in its input data) than WC .

VI. COMPARISON OF CTI QUALITY METRICS
A. DATASETS DEVELOPMENT
To demonstrate and experimentally measure the developed
CTI quality metrics, we created the datasets I ,D, S,Pu,Ps.
The dataset I was constructed by manipulating the CPE
v.3 dictionary. D was constructed by extracting the data
from the DIT full taxonomy. S was constructed by using
the STIX v2.1 Schema. Finally, because our research
in public repositories indicates a lack of benchmark
datasets related to unstructured and structured CTI Products,
we have constructed Pu and Ps. Specifically, we constructed
the Pu dataset by collecting alerts from the Cybersecu-
rity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) [41], the
Japan Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination
Center (JPCERT/CC) [42], the Bangladesh Government’s
e-Government Computer Incident Response Team (BGD
e-GOV CIRT) [43], and the Australian Cyber Security
Centre (ACSC) [44]. We constructed Ps by collecting STIX
v2.1 documents from AlienVault Open Threat Exchange
(OTX) [45]. Table 4 presents the statistics of the created
datasets (see also Appendix).

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) RELEVANCE (RE) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To conduct the various measurements using the RE metric,
we consider ten organizations C1, . . . ,C10 and split Pu
dataset into ten randomly created subsets of dataPu1, . . . ,Pu2
with an equal number of alerts and reports files. Moreover,
we create an Ii for each organizationCi by randomly selecting

TABLE 4. Datasets statistics.

i ∗ 10000 thousand CPEs. We also create a Di for each Ci by
randomly selecting i industry domains. Figure 1 shows the
RE experimental results.

In Figure 1(a), we present the calculation of the average
RE metric value of each Pui per organization, demonstrating
how RE can be used to evaluate the relevance of an aggre-
gation of unstructured CTI products with an organization.
In Figure 1(b), we use the RE to compare the relevance
of two unstructured CTI products within each organization.
Figure 1(b) also shows an organization’s ability to select the
most relevant unstructured CTI products using RE . Finally,
in Figure 1(c), to measure the performance of RE , we define
for each organization an artificial_producti = i ∗ 10 ∗ Psi.
We have measured the RE calculation time for each artificial
product and have approximately verified that the performance
of the RE calculation algorithm is P = O(n).

2) WEIGHTED COMPLETENESS (WC) EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
To conduct the various measurements of the WC metric,
we consider ten organizations C1, . . . ,C10 and we split Ps
into ten randomly created subsets of data Ps1, . . . ,Ps10 with
an equal number of items of different STIX v2.1 objects.
We randomly create a Wi for each organization Ci. Figure 2
shows the WC experimental results.

In Figure 2(a), we present the calculation of the average
WC metric value of each object type of STIX v2.1 in the ten
organizations. We observe each organization’s different WC
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FIGURE 1. Experimental results for the RE metric: (a) Average RE of each Pui , (b) Relevance comparison of two CTI products, and
(c) Performance measurement of RE .

FIGURE 2. Experimental results for the WC Metric: (a) Average WC of each object type, (b) organization’s WC of six artificial structured documents,
(c) Performance measurement of WC , and (d) Comparison of WS with the completeness metric proposed in [9].

metric values for the same object type. This highlights the
ability of an organization to tuneWC based on the perceived
importance of each object type. In Figure 2(b), we create six
artificially structured documents (Doc1,. . . , Doc6) for each
organization by splitting each Ps1, . . . ,Ps10 into six equal
sets of objects, in which we calculateWC . We again observe

the role of weights in the estimation of WC ; however, the
critical part is that the metric converges when it is calculated
in structured CTI products (i.e., Doc1,. . . , Doc6) with a large
number of similar objects, independently of the weighted
completeness of each object. This characteristic of WC can
be used in the context of Big Data because it seems that
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by measuring the WC of a representative sample of a large
dataset, we can estimate the overall WC of it. In Figure 2(c),
we define artificial_producti = i∗Psi.We havemeasuredWC
calculation execution time for each artificial product and have
verified that the performance of calculatingWC is P = O(n).
For completeness, we recall that few metrics have

been proposed in the literature (see Section II); however,
in Figure 2(d), we use the previously described Doc1
to compare WC with the proposed completeness metric
according to Schaberreiter et al. [9]. For the latter metric,
we consider the total number of properties of an object type
as the ‘‘world view’’ and the number of properties of an object
as the ‘‘coverage’’ of this ‘‘world view’’. We observe thatWC
yields lower values than the metric of Schaberreiter et al. [9].
This again highlights an organization’s ability to tune WC
based on the perceived object type importance.

VII. DISCUSSION
In the context of a CTI community, since the value of an
‘‘information’’ piece differs for each community member,
we should expect that community members may employ
(within their organizations) different quality metrics to
evaluate the CTI data and sources. However, sharing CTI data
and source evaluations within a community is challenging,
although it enhances collaboration between community
members. To address such a sharing requirement, a minimum
set of common CTI quality metrics should be established
(acceptable to all members). The proposed methodology
integrates the quality characteristics of a metric into its
definition, allowing the comparison of alternative metrics.
By utilizing the comparison capability provided by the
proposed methodology, the community can assess and accept
a set of CTI quality metrics whose quality characteristics are
included in the respective definitions.

Furthermore, the proposedmethodology offers community
members the flexibility to adapt (e.g., by adding new
variables on X) community-defined CTI quality metrics to
particular requirements of their organizations. This flexibility
contributes positively to member decisions, empowering
the establishment of a set of CTI quality metrics (e.g.,
an assessment baseline), for exchanging evaluations. For
example, the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)
metric is used in vulnerability management to evaluate the
severity of a particular vulnerability. CVSS consists of the
CVSS Base score (the same for all members), the CVSS
Temporal score (which tracks the severity change of a
vulnerability over its lifetime), and the CVSS Environmental
score (which represents the effect of the security requirements
of a specific organization on the severity of a vulnerability).
CVSS Base can be considered as the metric used by
all members of the vulnerability management community,
while any particular organization member can modify the
CVSS Base score by calculating and using its own CVSS
Environmental score.

In Section IV, we analyzed the quality factors of CTI
quality metrics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first time that the behavior and accuracy quality factors of
CTI quality metrics are discussed. This study commences
the exploration of the behavior quality factor and the
methods needed to estimate it. Moreover, further research on
developing methods determining the accuracy of CTI quality
metrics for which a non-deterministic algorithm could be
employed for calculating F seems to be necessary.

Finally, in this study, we proposed two CTI quality metrics
focusing on CTI products to demonstrate the applicability
of the proposed methodology. Therefore, we recognize the
importance of developingCTI qualitymetrics for CTI sources
evaluation in the context of future research.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have analyzed CTI evaluation needs by
proposing an approach for quantitative measurement of CTI
quality. We have set three research questions (Q1-Q3) to
achieve this goal in Section I. To answer those research
questions, we have analyzed the current state of the CTI
quality factors and their respective metrics, proposed a CTI
quality metrics development and assessment methodology,
and applied this methodology to develop two CTI quality
metrics.

Specifically, we have analyzed their characteristics to
identify the quality factors that better evaluate raw CTI data,
CTI products, and CTI sources. We also have determined the
areas of CTI in which CTI quality factors can be categorized
based on the bibliography. The combined result of this effort
was to determine the relation of CTI quality factors with the
CTI data and CTI sources, thereby setting the base for the
proposed methodology.

Next, to address the definition of metrics of CTI quality
factors, we have proposed a systematic methodology that
provides a systematic way to develop CTI quality metrics for
CTI data and CTI sources, defines and determines the quality
characteristics of a metric itself (Q = {0,P,B,A}), and
produces easily comparable metrics since a metric’s quality
characteristics measurements are included in its definition.

To prove the applicability of the proposed methodology,
we have developed two metrics: one for unstructured CTI
products (RE), and one for structured CTI products (WC),
with the following characteristics:

• The application of text similarity as a metric for
comparing an organization’s characteristics (I ,D) with
the unstructured CTI product (Pun).

• The tailoring of completeness metric (WC) of structured
CTI products in the needs of an organization by
introducing a weighted approach.

• The introduction of a standard-independent approach to
defining the WC metric.

We have conducted several experiments to demonstrate the
efficiency of these two metrics. As part of those experiments
and due to the lack of publicly available datasets, we have
created two datasets, one from unstructured CTI products
and one from structured CTI products, by collecting them
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from open sources. These two datasets are available for future
research under the GNU v3 General Public License.

This study addresses the topic of CTI quality by intro-
ducing a systematic methodology for developing CTI quality
metrics. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of
the first studies that follows such an approach in the
field of CTI. It also opens a path for future research to
improve the integration of CTI in existing cybersecurity
operations. Finally, we consider the integration of CTI quality
metrics into existing or new CTI systems as an intriguing
research direction because CTI quality metrics can enhance
CTI product utilization and exploration by cybersecurity
specialists.

APPENDIX
ONLINE RESOURCES
The source code and datasets of the experiments are available
under a GNUv3 General Public License in the respective
repository: https://github.com/geosakel77/s2
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